Presentations That Create Action

Todd is an experienced speaking professional who

Your team needs to be inspired, they need training,

delivers concise, practical, and thought provoking

and they must to get out of their rut. Whatever the

presentations that project managers can immediate-

reason, you are tasked with creating a professional

ly apply.

development event for them. Everyone is tired of
monotonous speakers with dozens of PowerPoint
slides. Hence, the instant you suggest a speaker,
their eyes roll and the excuses pour in on why they

His focus on the importance of soft skills

and advocating that people need to be first priority
in managing projects counters the recent trends in
business and is critical in making NASA more competitive.
Lesley L. Young
Speaker Manager - PMP
NASA PM Challenge Group

cannot make it to the meeting.

Shoot The Elephants In The Room
Pull out the elephant gun! Figuratively, of course.
Prior to the presentation, Todd will work with you to
develop achievable goals for the presentation. Fre-

Apply The Lessons Tomorrow

quently the “elephants in the room”—those internal-

The value of these presentations goes far beyond

ly off-limits topics—need to meet their demise by

a room full of thrilled attendees. The lessons

being the center of a meaningful discussion. Todd

learned are directly applicable to the issues they

customizes all presentations to surface these sub-

deal with every day. The reason? Rather than the

jects naturally and facilitate constructive dialog. Tai-

presenter proposing the problems and solutions,

loring creates a relevant and value-laden experience

the audience does. The solutions are captured as

in a politically safe and energized environment in-

action items for change that the attendees can

spiring innovation and adoption.

implement.
Contact us today to discuss how we can help
you invigorate your events.

“He did a fantastic job. In three and a half hours he not
only familiarized our people with the psychology of

CONTACT

change, but also walked them through how the pro-

Todd.williams@ecaminc.com

posed changes for next year will impact them and our

Office: +1 (360) 834-7361

clients.”
Christine Herb
Vice President of Professional Services
Accela

Website: http://ecaminc.com

Todd’s material is steeped in practical hands on experience from managing and recovering high-risk projects worldwide. Below are the most
requested topics.

A Complete Educational Experience
Project Rescue
With twenty-five years of project recovery experience, Todd can de-

Author of the internationally ac-

liver educational, entertaining presentations focused on the process

claimed book, Rescue the Problem

of rescuing projects, “war stories” and case studies, or the primary

Project, A Complete Guide to Man-

causes of project failure.

aging, Preventing, and Recovering

Process and People
Troubled projects in large multicultural corporations and small businesses have a number of issues in common. One of those is balancing the soft-skills to build teams juxtaposed with the hard and fast
rules of process. Too little process and the project wanders aimlessly
out of control, too much, and the organization falters under the
weight of bureaucracy.

from Project Failure, Todd C. Williams is recognized as one of the
world’s premiere thought leaders on
the subject of project failure. He
has spoken and consulted with numerous
NASA,

organizations
Bonneville

including

Power

Admin-

istration, BAE Systems, HoughtonMifflin-Harcourt,

Negotiation
As part of running any project, let alone rescuing one, negotiation is
critical in achieving agreement with the myriad of stakeholders. Eve-

Standard

Insur-

ance Company, Brooks Automation,
and the Portland General Electric.

rything from defining scope, acquiring resources, and adjusting
schedules requires two or more people reaching an agreement. Understanding negotiation skills is paramount.

The Back From Red Blog, often referred

to

as

the

That’s-What-I-

Keynotes, Webinars, and Classes

Wish-I-Could-Say-To-My-Boss Blog,

Tailor the keynote, webinar, four-hour seminar, and one or two-day

regularly addresses a multitude of

class to meet the company’s specific issues.

subjects ranging from leadership to
project management, CIOs to developers, and failure to value.

BackFromRed
on most social media

